JOIN THE **WINDOW SAFETY BUDDIES** EVERY 6 & 12 JUN & DEC TO KEEP OUR COMMUNITY SAFE!

Falling windows can endanger public safety. Homeowners/tenants may face a fine of up to S$10,000 and/or a jail term of up to a year, if a window from their unit falls. Do your part by checking your windows twice a year!

**CASEMENT WINDOWS**

1. **CHECK** that fasteners are not rusty or loose
2. **CLEAN** and oil joints or moving parts
3. **CHANGE** all rivets from aluminium to stainless steel by engaging an approved window contractor

**SLIDING WINDOWS**

1. **CHECK** that safety stoppers and angle strips are in their proper places
2. **CLEAN** the tracks and ensure window panels can slide smoothly
3. **CHANGE** worn-out safety stoppers and angle strips by engaging an approved window contractor

For more information about window safety and the list of approved window contractors:


Call 6334 6473 (BCA) or 1800 225 5432 (HDB)
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